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Mé shrnutí: Ukrajina a NATO stále rozhodně prohrávají a Rusko stále rozhodně vítězí. To
platí od začátku března 2022 dodnes. Rusko nemůže tuto válku v žádném případě prohrát a
Ukrajina a NATO ji nemohou vyhrát. https://t.co/qIopRDIcR5

— Geoffrey M. Young (@GeoffYoung4KY) 11. ledna 2023

Demokrat, který je proti válce Anal Apocalypse War, je lepší než

Republikán, který ji podporuje.

Není však jasné, že by měl guvernér skutečně velký dopad na

válečnou agendu.

RT :

Geoffrey Young, který kandiduje na guvernéra v americkém státě Kentucky, obvinil
Joea Bidena ze spáchání válečných zločinů na Ukrajině a v dalších zemích a prohlásil,
že prezident by měl být obviněn z vedení nezákonného zástupného boje proti Rusku v
bývalé sovětské republice.
" Myslím, že Joe Biden (válečný zločinec D) by měl být okamžitě obviněn z válečných
zločinů na Ukrajině, v Jemenu, Sýrii, Iráku atd. ," uvedl Young na Twitteru . „Také za
pokračování nelegální proxy války proti Rusku na Ukrajině. Všichni američtí prezidenti od
roku 1945 = váleční zločinci (včetně Trumpa),“ dodal.

Myslím, že Joe Biden (D-War Criminal) by měl být okamžitě obžalován za válečné zločiny
na Ukrajině, v Jemenu, Sýrii, Iráku atd. 

 Také za pokračování nelegální proxy války proti Rusku na Ukrajině. 
 Všichni prezidenti USA od roku 1945 = VÁLEČNÍ ZLOČINCI (včetně Trumpa).

https://t.co/Xod1kOCckD https://t.co/VHQXkWS0s8

— Geoffrey M. Young (@GeoffYoung4KY) 13. ledna 2023
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Young, ekonom vystudovaný na MIT, který pracoval jako environmentální inženýr ve
státní vládě, udělal vlny v loňském roce poté, co vyhrál nominaci Demokratické strany
na křeslo v Kongresu v okrese Kentucky 6. Během kampaně slíbil, že pomůže předejít
jaderné válce s Ruskem tím, že bude s Moskvou usilovat o „rozumný“ mírový plán.
Nazval také kyjevský režim „nacistickou loutkovou vládou“ a řekl, že CIA by měla být
odstraněna , protože je to „nejhorší teroristická organizace na světě“.

Ano!

Jak to, že ještě máme CIA? Jak hloupá je veřejnost, že to nechá dál a

dál, bez ohledu na to, kolik nás to stojí?

Poté, co Young v květnu vyhrál demokratické primárky v Kentucky, jeho strana ho odmítla
podpořit v listopadových všeobecných volbách proti úřadujícímu republikánskému
kongresmanovi Andymu Barrovi. Stranické vůdce si odcizil svými protichůdnými
názory, jako je obvinění Bidena z bezohledného provokování Číny, nezákonného
rozmístění jednotek v Sýrii a Iráku a zranitelnosti USA vůči útoku tím, že se staly
„spolubojovníkem“ s Ukrajinou proti Rusku.

Ano, demokraté jsou válečná strana.

Samozřejmě, že republikáni jsou také válečná strana.

Války proti muslimům byly v podstatě republikánské války

podporované demokraty. Nyní máme válku za gay anus, což je válka

demokratů podporovaná republikány.

Jednoduše nemůžeme mít tyto Židy pod kontrolou naší politiky.

Všechno ničí záměrně.

(Opětovně publikováno z The Daily Stormer se svolením autora nebo

zástupce)

Přihlaste se k odběru nových sloupců

 

• Kategorie: Zahraniční politika • Štítky:

Americká armáda , Čína , CIA , Demokratická

strana , Republikánská strana , Rusko , Ukrajina 
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1. anonymous[332] • Disclaimer says:

January 16, 2023 at 12:58 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 200

Words   ↑
Merkel advisor German General admits UKRAINE WAR IS

LOST

– General Erich Vad, top advisor to Angela Merkel, had been

involved in arming Ukraine during the 2010s, but now admits

the anti-Russia war has failed, and that even the US military

agrees with this

– German Generals are also now worried, just like in 1944 under

Hitler, that Germany itself will be destroyed if the war continues

General Vad said: “We cannot resolve [the Ukraine war] militarily,” adding, “this is
also the opinion of American Chief of Staff General Mark Milley … A war of
attrition did not work military 1914-18 – and will not do so today.”

General Vad also said, “Military experts, those who know what is going on among
secret services – are largely excluded from public debate.” He warned that the war
menaces to destroy Germany, “an endangered nation” now. “The key to a solution to
the war lies in Washington and Moscow,” before “Ukraine is razed to the ground”.

General Vad says many in the German military and German

business quietly agree with him – the US and Pentagon should

negotiate a war end, Donbass and Crimea remaining Russian,

security guarantees for all.
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• Thanks: Thomas Faber, lavoisier

• Replies: @Decoy
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2. Anonymous[604] • Disclaimer says:

January 16, 2023 at 1:33 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Tucker uses the words of Maryland Congressman Jamie Raskin

to explain the reason why the U.S. government is willing to

wreck its own economy to fight a proxy war against Russia.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/hDBe1raplAI

Because it’s an Orthodox Christian country with traditional

values and therefore must be destroyed.

• Replies: @Anonymous, @YetAnotherAnon

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 
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3. American Citizen says:

January 16, 2023 at 1:59 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Too bad nobody reads history anymore. Russia has a history of

starting wars very poorly, and ending up on the winning side.

– Napoleon beat every Russian army on the way to Moscow,

took it when the Russians burned and abandoned it, and then

lost 9 of every 11 men he came with to get home to France.

– Russia actually lost WWI, but the prevailing Allies repudiated

the separate treaty the Russians made with Germany to put

Russia on the winning side. So they won by default.

– Russia invaded Finland in late 1939 and spent months

humiliated by the smaller Finnish army, and only prevailed in

the spring by sheer weight of numbers.

– Russia of course took all the blows in 1941 and was pushed to

the suburbs of Moscow. Stalin even considered fleeing the

capital. 3 1/2 years later the Russian army was burning down

Berlin.

My point is don’t count these guys out off a slow start.

• Agree: ThreeCranes

• Replies: @Legba, @John Johnson

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 
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4. neutral says:

January 16, 2023 at 2:07 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

Basically, the wars against the Moslems were Republican wars supported by the
Democrats. Now we have the war for gay anus,

The “war on terror” is basically no different to the war for

homosexuality today, both are about spreading far left liberalism

onto the entire world. Bush and all the other neocons were never

against Muslims (they were all for them for mass migrating into

Europe after all) they just wanted Muslims to become good little

goyim serving ZOG, a good example of this is the current Mayor

of London Sadiq Khan.

• Agree: Ulf Thorsen

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

5. Commentator Mike says:

This Young sounds like a great guy. All power to him.

• Agree: Republic

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 

 

6. Sir Launcelot Canning says:

January 16, 2023 at 2:12 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Why should Young stay with the Dems? Is it that difficult for

American politicians to run as independents? I realize that they

won’t have access to party campaign funds, but, in the internet

age, is that such a big deal? First a congressperson, then a

governor, state delegates, etc. I don’t expect a senator to be indy,

though, since they are elected by the states.

OTOH, I realize that Young is grandstanding. But even a stopped

clock is right twice a day.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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7. Dumbo says:

Not sure if related or not, but the German Defence Minister

bitch just resigned.

 
Apparently for not supporting the Ukraine enough and not

sending tanks sooner?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

8. Brad Anbro says:

January 16, 2023 at 2:22 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Absolutely NOTHING is going to happen to Biden, or anyone

else, for that matter. They are ALL doing the bidding of the Big

Money Interests, which will not allow a hair on any of their

heads to come to harm. And you can take THAT to the bank!

Thank you.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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9. TG says:

January 16, 2023 at 2:43 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
OK fine.

But in my opinion, the big priority is that Biden and Harris and

Mayorkas and Soros and Gates and Bezos etc. should be put on

trial for treason, for enabling an invasion of OUR nation.

The number of third world refugees entering is now at least

twice the number of native births. Roughly, that’s like the rich

forcing Americans to have six kids each or more. That’s a

doubling time of about 20 years. No industrial nation has kept

any measure of prosperity with these kinds of numbers. If this

pressure is maintained in 20 years half the country could be

descended from the third-world refugees that started with the

Biden-Soros administration. And while in principle a United

States with 700 million people could still be prosperous, that can

only happen with MASSIVE investments in developing new

resources and infrastrcture- which is simply not occurring. It

doesn’t matter if these investments MIGHT occur in a parallel

universe where Spock is evil and has a beard, they are not being

made NOW.

• Agree: CelestiaQuesta, Mark G.

• Replies: @Ulf Thorsen

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 

 

10. Sir Launcelot Canning says:

@Brad Anbro

We found that out in 2008-09 with the “too big to fail” bailouts /

swindle.

• Replies: @Angharad

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 
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11. Anonymous[336] • Disclaimer says:

January 16, 2023 at 3:49 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anonymous

The ultimate goal, the real goal, is starting a war with China to

destroy China and East Asia. In the last few years there has been

a major U.S. government hiring of East Asian-Americans in the

State Department and civilian employment in the Dept. of

Defense and in intelligence agencies with the sole purpose of war

with China/East Asia. Kind of weird it’s East Asians proud of

their heritage (with degrees in Japanese and Chinese and East

Asians studies) who will be assisting the West destroy China and

the East.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/UJqwTcUFy0k

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 
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12. Twodees Partain says:

I have to admit that I had never heard of Geoffrey Young. A

Yandex search turned this one up:

 
https://multipolarista.com/2022/06/04/kentucky-congress-

geoff-young-abolish-cia/

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

13. Angharad says:

@Sir Launcelot Canning

Indeed. The country, though, was in far better social shape then,

even though the deterioration was well underway. The policies of

ZOG have wrecked the USA. They will be sucked under as well.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 

 

14. YetAnotherAnon says:

@Anonymous

“the U.S. government is willing to wreck its own economy to

fight a proxy war against Russia”

Be fair. Europe’s economy is being wrecked far more, as energy

bills double.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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15. Anonymous[442] • Disclaimer says:

January 16, 2023 at 4:48 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
That part of the country has peoples with a cohesive and very

cool culture. In terms of the book Albion’s Seed, they’re crackers,

that ancient and honourable English pejorative. These are the

guys who hanged the regulators and did Shay’s Rebellion and the

Whiskey Rebellion. There’s a guy with a very similar platform

who ran for Congress in Asheville. This, the nascent Appalachian

Democratic Peoples’ Republic of East Bumfuck, shall be the

successor state to the USA.

What Young could do is execute the Rome Statute verbatim in

KY law. Then beltway vermin would be subject to prosecution or

extradition for their universal jurisdiction crimes against

humanity or peace. That would be fun as shit.

You’re not some chump stuck in a US state, you’re a captive

nation of the US impunity regime. If a state or region wants to

secede, all they got to do is notify the UN they’re accepting

responsibility: acceding to the UN Charter, the ICCPR, the

ICESCR, and the Rome Statute (without reservations, to show

up their US occupiers,) and accepting the UDHR as law.* Then

you’ve nailed the prerequisites for sovereignty. Your full

integration into the international community is just a mater of

friendly relations and recognition. And maybe a quick Slovenian

switcheroo.

* The UDHR is already state and federal common law, under

The Paquete Habana decision, and the ICCPR is equivalent to

federal statute, so when you want to make government

bureaucrats lose their shit, pointing that out is a great way to do

it. They will actually back off their chickenshit administrative

oppression to avoid the hopeless can o’ worms of blowing off

universal instruments in public. This commenter has done it.

Everybody should fuckin do it.

https://www.unz.com/masthead/#comments-policy
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• Replies: @Curmudgeon

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 

 

16. saggy says: • Website

‘In the interview with Multipolarista, Young stressed that Nazis

“are enemies of humanity.”’

Unfortunately, Young is an imbecile. The Nazis were defeated in

WW II. The problems today are not created by the losers of WW

II, they are created by the winners.

• Agree: Rich, A. Clifton, Zane, Renard

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

17. CelestiaQuesta says:

January 16, 2023 at 5:05 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
If it’s not evident by now, then you’re really phuced. Until every

last white bows to black thugs, Holocaust Survivors and

LGBTiQPS2, there will be no peace, that’s their agenda like it or

not.

Just observing the POS in DC and across the nation who rule us,

they don’t represent you, they want your white Christian culture

destroyed, and you’re so caught up in your pampered world with

NFL/SNL/FAG Awards, you just sit there like dumb asses and

take it in the anus like good Goyim.

• Agree: MacOisdealbhtoo

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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18. Semi-Employed White Guy says:

January 16, 2023 at 5:50 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

How do we still have a CIA?

The average person, especially female person, doesn’t know what

the CIA is yet can still vote. Is encouraged to vote even.

How stupid is the public that they just let this go on and on, regardless of how much it
costs us?

Very stupid. As in having sub-100 IQ but a brain filled with

useless knowledge of the Kardashians and a smattering of fake

and gay info from CNN.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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19. follyofwar says:

January 16, 2023 at 6:45 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Brad Anbro

I’ll not only NOT take that to the bank, but my bet is that Biden’s

days are numbered. With all the latest revelations of Biden’s

pilfering secret documents (funny how it came out after the

recent election, when it was known all along), Biden’s future as

president seems tenuous at best. The powers-that-be in the

democrat party will ensure, one way or another, that an old

White racist with dementia will NOT be their nominee in 2024.

If he agrees to bow out and not seek re-election, they might let

him finish his term. If not, he’ll be hounded out of office.

For once, Republicans will have some pit bulls heading House

committees. And heads are gonna roll. They know that, if they

again do nothing with their (slim) majority, their party is

finished.

• Agree: Jim Christian

• Replies: @lavoisier, @Jim Christian, @Greta Handel
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20. Curmudgeon says:

January 16, 2023 at 7:05 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago   ↑
@Anonymous

All very true. However, the fly in the ointment is that the UN

does whatever the US tell it to do. The right to self determination

under the UN Charter only applies in places like Kosovo, where

the US says it does, not in, Crimea, Luhansk, Donetsk, or

Catalonia.
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21. Legba says:

January 16, 2023 at 7:06 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago   ↑
@American Citizen

Yes, but I think the bigger issue is that we don’t even know what

kind of start they are off to due to all the lies.

• Replies: @American Citizen
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22. lavoisier says: • Website

January 16, 2023 at 7:12 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago   ↑
@follyofwar

I’ll not only NOT take that to the bank, but my bet is that Biden’s days are numbered.

Indeed they are, one way or the other.

And he will be remembered as a lying, treacherous, stupid,

unprincipled scumbag forever.

• Agree: follyofwar
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23. Wade Hampton says:

January 16, 2023 at 7:13 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
The Democrat Party is the tool of the Ruling Class and the

Managerial State. Elements of the Ruling Class are beginning to

realize what we’ve known since mid-year 2022, that the West is

not able to stop Russia from achieving its aims in Ukraine,

lacking both the military and economic power.

The Ruling Class must engineer an exit from Gramps’ Ukraine

Adventure (GUA) in order to preserve the electoral prospects of

its tool.

Negotiation with Russia is not an alternative. Russia has learned

that the US and the West are not “agreement-capable”, as

evidenced by the Minsk and Minsk 2 agreements where the West

reached signed agreements which they immediately violated.

Merkel and Hollande both have publicly said that both Minsk

agreements were shams intended to give the West time to fortify

Ukraine.

A KY Democrat gubernatorial candidate matters is not a power

player, but the Ruling Class should take a hint. Let the Freedom

Caucus Republicans ally themselves with AOC’s Broad Squad to

defund the GUA. Or at least have a up-or-down vote on a short

term (6 month) standalone funding package. And then have an

identical vote every six months including one last one in October

2024.

Then the Ruling Class can have the US do an Afghanistan-style

exit and the press can drop the whole grim slaughter down the

memory hole. And the Democrat Party can blame the disaster on

the Republicans.

And then the Neocons can execute their plans for China, but at

least bleeding Ukraine can begin to heal. And perhaps Europe

can reestablish pre-GUA relations with Russia to avoid freezing

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Wade+Hampton
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this winter and next.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

24. Ulf Thorsen says:

January 16, 2023 at 8:20 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago   ↑
@Commentator Mike

Young may well have the right attitude about the war in Ukraine

but being a Democrat, he won’t have the right attitude about

many other issues important to Kentuckians. The 2nd

Amendment being one among many.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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25. Ulf Thorsen says:

January 16, 2023 at 8:22 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago   ↑
@TG

Agree and you might also want to add in for good measure the

usual suspect Jewish pressure groups along with the Catholic

Church.
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26. American Citizen says:

January 16, 2023 at 8:58 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Legba

That’s no different from the past. Go down the rabbit hole of the

Russo-Finnish war of 1939-1940. Churchill was considering

helping the Finns, along with tons of heroic propaganda about

how the Finns were winning so big and just needed some Allied

weaponry and troops to keep up the winning. Luckily (or

perhaps not depending on your point of view) Finland was not

helped by the allies and was left to eventually concede territory

to Russia. Had Britain openly fought Russia over Finland –

perhaps Germany doesn’t invade Russia a year later. One of

those “what-if’s” of history.

• Replies: @Commentator Mike
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27. Cook-ie says:

January 16, 2023 at 9:19 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Well America has a lot of cleaning up to do in a lot of areas, I

would start with the electoral system.

The establishment decried any suggestion that Biden wasn’t

elected legitimately but as the last midterms show…the

establishment meddles and influences elections.

If information is deliberately withheld that would influence a

voters decision by showing the incumbents as hypocrits then

that is meddling.

The midterm election in marginal seats should now be rerun

after Bidens document fiasco.
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28. Avery says:

January 16, 2023 at 9:24 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
{A Democrat who is opposed to the Anal Apocalypse War is

better than a Republican who supports it.}

Republicans are gutless weasels.

Democrats are the Devil, but they don’t give a S___t: based on

nothing or outright lies they themselves manufactured, they

dragged Trump thru the mud and went so far as to Impeach him

on bogus charges.

Dementia Joe can be legally Impeached on half a dozen charges,

#1 being him opening US border to anyone who wants to

illegally enter the US. #1 responsibility of the POTUS is the

defense of the country and the country’s borders.

But ChickenS_____t Republicans will waste 2 years on useless

“hearings”.

 
It is understood that the Senate would never convict Biden. But

Democrats also knew that the Senate would never convict

Trump, yet they went ahead with circus.

If Republicans were real — which they aren’t — they’d keep

impeaching Dementia Joe until the end of his term.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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29. Commentator Mike says:

January 16, 2023 at 9:43 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago   ↑
@American Citizen

Both Britain and France planned to send troops to Finland to

fight against Russia during that war.

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franco-

British_plans_for_intervention_in_the_Winter_War#:~:text=

During%20the%20early%20stages%20of,started%20on%2030

%20November%201939.
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30. Anonymous[542] • Disclaimer says:

January 16, 2023 at 10:10 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 300

Words   ↑
Curmudgeon, re 20, fortunately there are UN agencies and UN

agencies. The US wrecked the Secretariat at the outset (Shirley

Hazzard’s Countenance of Truth tells all about it) but the UNGA,

UNESCO, UNCTAD, and the treaty bodies give US assholes fits.

UNTOC got written under the auspices of two of the least-

perverted agencies, ECOSOC and the UNGA, so it turned out to

be a useful tool for countering CIA crime.

The UNSC gave the P5 impunity with Article 27§3 but the UNGA

is chipping away at that (e.g. the Small Five initiative.) In that

case, for instance, the US squelched the Small Five, but only with

double-secret crooked intervention by the CIA spooks infesting

their captive Secretariat.

It’s constant, pitched battle but the CIA regime gives you

Idiocracy-level indoctrination, armies riding dinosaurs fighting

the UN (the shaved apes in Langley probably do pronounce it

“un.”) There’s a lot going on, and it gets more traction as the CIA

regime decays to shit.

https://archive.globalpolicy.org/reform/topics.htm

 
https://centerforunreform.org/search-hub/main/

Wherever the UN is fucked up, you can be sure the US fucked it

up to make it easier to push around. And the civilized world is

patiently patching it up. When CIA loses this world war it

started, the member nations are going to rebuild the UN from

scratch to make it USA-proof. They’ve been planning for that

since the 70s. They’ll put the HQ in Jerusalem, capital of

Palestine, on the nuked bones on Zionazi cocksuckers.
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31. Judd says:

January 16, 2023 at 10:12 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago   ↑
anglin feelin like he gotta type

• Replies: @Alrenous

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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32. Priss Factor says: • Website

January 16, 2023 at 10:40 pm GMT • 1.3 days ago   ↑
Hey, it’s already WWIII via US soldiers of fortune.

Ukraine POW claims he saw 9 American assault troops in Soledar.

From what I have seen here in Kharkov, I don’t doubt him, and I’m not a bit
surprised.

And that’s all I’ll say about that.pic.twitter.com/ke3V09Wtco

— Gonzalo Lira (@GonzaloLira1968) January 16, 2023

• Replies: @Anonymous

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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33. Priss Factor says: • Website

January 16, 2023 at 11:05 pm GMT • 1.3 days ago   ↑
Democrat like this guy and people like Matt Gaetz need to form a

new party. One of truth.

.@RepMattGaetz Responds To Claim That Releasing The 14k Hours Of 1/6 Footage
Would Jeopardize Security

"I think that it's an argument made by the DOJ because they don't want to expose the
extent to which there might have been federal assets or agents enhancing criminal
acuity." pic.twitter.com/Jv1Fycyfyz

— The Columbia Bugle (@ColumbiaBugle) January 15, 2023

• Replies: @Avery
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34. Avery says:

January 16, 2023 at 11:29 pm GMT • 1.3 days ago   ↑
Not news.

Russians have been picking radio chatter between troops at

various battlefronts for months in foreign languages: American

English, British English, French, Polish, Romanian,….who

knows what else.

It’s not news to Russians that NATO is fully in, in Ukraine.

• Replies: @John Johnson
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35. Avery says:

January 17, 2023 at 12:08 am GMT • 1.3 days ago   ↑
@Priss Factor

my #34 was reply to #33
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36. Anonymous[774] • Disclaimer says:

January 17, 2023 at 12:19 am GMT • 1.3 days ago   ↑
@Priss Factor

A day in the life of a Kiev regime soldier:

https://t.me/Slavyangrad/29155
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37. Jim Christian says:

January 17, 2023 at 12:19 am GMT • 1.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@follyofwar

Agree, the classified crap only came out on the heels of Jill Biden

at Christmas announcing 24 is in the offing. 2 weeks later,

scandal, a scandal they’ve had in the can forever. But not scandal

as ugly as Hunter or China finance. The classified scandal is just

enough to force resignation. And they’re going to say we hassled

Trump, we have to do this and even derive virtue from the deed.

Perfect! Then they have to figure out what to do with Harris.

Democrats really painted themselves into a corner with these

two.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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38. Zane says:

January 17, 2023 at 12:23 am GMT • 1.3 days ago   ↑
FDR wasn’t a war criminal? I take exception to that notion.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

39. Alrenous says: • Website

January 17, 2023 at 12:43 am GMT • 1.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Getting Biden impeached was significantly more possible before

this asshole opened his whore mouth.

 
Now it’s going to be all, “Oh, you’re like that guy. You know the

one.”

If you’re that guy, remember to use your power for good:

support the things you hate, so everyone else hates them too.
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40. Alrenous says: • Website

January 17, 2023 at 12:44 am GMT • 1.3 days ago   ↑
@Judd

I wouldn’t mind posts like this except the ignore list only has 50

entries and I keep filling it up.

Can I get a not-ignore list instead? 50 names that aren’t

automatically blocked?

• Replies: @Greta Handel
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41. loner feral cat says:

January 17, 2023 at 1:11 am GMT • 1.2 days ago   ↑
Federal Agents On The Ground January 6th. Matt Gaetz

Will Expose This.

 

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/knxq9SAu1qk
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42. Right_On says:

January 17, 2023 at 1:58 am GMT • 1.2 days ago   ↑
The Fugs CIA Man . . .

 

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/hW9cCWm53H4

• Replies: @Zane
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43. John Johnson says:

January 17, 2023 at 2:11 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@American Citizen

Too bad nobody reads history anymore. Russia has a history of

starting wars very poorly, and ending up on the winning side.

Except when they don’t like the Russo-Japanese war where they

lost their navy in a single battle due to the Tsar’s arrogance and

total failure at researching the enemy. Sounds awfully familiar.

Napoleon beat every Russian army on the way to Moscow, took

it when the Russians burned and abandoned it, and then lost 9

of every 11 men he came with to get home to France.

Yet he wasn’t defeated until Waterloo. The Russians used their

winter to weaken him and a multi-national alliance defeated

him.

Russia actually lost WWI, but the prevailing Allies repudiated

the separate treaty the Russians made with Germany to put

Russia on the winning side. So they won by default.

Having Communists make a deal with Germany to take over the

country and abandon territory is not a win by default.

The Tsar certainly did not win as he and his family were

murdered by Communists.

Russia invaded Finland in late 1939 and spent months

humiliated by the smaller Finnish army, and only prevailed in

the spring by sheer weight of numbers.

They originally planned on taking the entire country and then

changed their goal to taking a small slice after getting their asses

kicked by Finns on skis.

Sounds awfully familiar.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=John+Johnson
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Oh and they lost to the much smaller Polish army after WW1. No

slices of Poland, just a total ass kicking.

Of course they don’t like talking about that war.

Russia of course took all the blows in 1941 and was pushed to

the suburbs of Moscow. Stalin even considered fleeing the

capital. 3 1/2 years later the Russian army was burning down

Berlin.

With Stalin admitting that they barely won and only did so with

Allied help.

My point is don’t count these guys out off a slow start.

Or they start slow and still lose like the Afghan war.

The clear lesson of Russian history is to expect an insecure Tsar

or Communist dictator to eventually start a needless war that is

really tied to his pathetic ego. Sometimes they win, sometimes

they lose.

• Agree: Pixo, Renard

• Replies: @Wokechoke, @Hapalong Cassidy, @Old Brown

Fool, @Dnought
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44. John Johnson says:

January 17, 2023 at 2:22 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Avery

Russians have been picking radio chatter between troops at

various battlefronts for months in foreign languages: American

English, British English, French, Polish, Romanian,….who

knows what else.

Those are volunteer forces. They make GoPro videos and post

them on youtube.

It’s not a conspiracy.

It’s not news to Russians that NATO is fully in, in Ukraine.

If NATO was fully in then airstrikes would destroy the remaining

prisoner and forced conscript battalions within 24 hours.

I have no doubt the NATO eye in the sky is feeding intel to

Ukraine. We don’t even know the capabilities of NATO satellites.

They could have every prisoner tagged and tracked by

computers. Hitler said when you start a war you open a door and

you don’t know what is on the other side. You don’t know the full

capability of the enemy until you start the war.

NATO is not fully in nor are they committing forces. Ukraine

hasn’t even asked for volunteers. They want heavy weapons.
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45. Wokechoke says:Next New Comment

January 17, 2023 at 5:33 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@John Johnson

I’m really not sure what your point is with these scattering of

arguments.

Generally when someone points out the role of Lend Lease it’s

either a European with parents or grandparents wringing their

fist about Germany losing because of it, or an American trying to

take credit for the copious Russian blood spilled defeating Nazis.

I liked the reference to Russia losing its Baltic fleet to Japan. The

British and possibly American (first stirrings of Jewish New York

money really!) trickery in sponsoring the Imperial Japanese

Navy wasn’t all that impressive. Fleets get zapped regularly.

Blowback was a humiliating bitch at Singapore and Pearl

Harbor. The Russian war with Japan was precipitated by the

completion of the Transsiberian railway that linked St

Petersburg and Vladivostok. That the Russians had a strategic

presence in the Pacific North is itself one of the remarkable

stories of the 19th century and the 20th. Hong Kong and

Singapore are no longer British possessions. Although of course

Australia and New Zealand sort of are. Here’s this embattled

colony of Russia that’s had its ups and downs but it’s more

Russian than Marseilles is French or Birmingham is English.

The city is an impressive example of the tenacity of the Russians.

Or if you prefer the Muscovites.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vladivostok

Around 600,000 people in the city 92% ethnic Russian.
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46. Hapalong Cassidy says:Next New Comment

January 17, 2023 at 5:42 am GMT • 1.0 days ago   ↑
@John Johnson

The Japanese won some spectacular battles against Russia early

on in the war, but they were smart enough to know there was no

way they could win a war of attrition against them, so they took

the opportunity for a peace settlement when it was presented.

• Replies: @Wokechoke
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47. Jean Lee says:Next New Comment

January 17, 2023 at 6:21 am GMT • 1.0 days ago   ↑
The US is and was a shithole. It attracted shit. It creates shit.

400yrs+ of shit and obesity

• Agree: MacOisdealbhtoo
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48. Old Brown Fool says:Next New Comment

January 17, 2023 at 8:28 am GMT • 22.3 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@John Johnson

Russians were very eager to give it back to Japan in WWII, and

declared war against Japan after the conclusion of hostilities in

Europe; they captured Manchuria, but before they could really

muster their forces against Japan, Japanese Generals wisely

surrendered to America, inviting Americans to occupy

immediately.

BTW, Japanese victory in 1904 would have been nullified but for

two things: English support for Japan, and the 1905 revolts

against the Czar. Now, where did these two originate, I wonder.

The target has always been Russia, since 1848. And it had always

eluded the net somehow. And this time it is even aware there is a

net trawling for it. Lets see.

• Replies: @Wokechoke
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49. Zane says:Next New Comment

@Right_On

What the fug?
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50. Priss Factor says:Next New Comment

Blame Putin for sudden deaths

“The White House is potentially preparing to declare an epidemic of sudden death and
that they might blame long COVID and climate change”. —@DowdEdward

The sudden deaths from the vaccine are getting too big to hide. So now the lies are
coming—big ones.pic.twitter.com/X0m2GQK38A

— Gonzalo Lira (@GonzaloLira1968) January 17, 2023

“This virus doesn’t mess around” is Orwellian Newspeak for “this jab doesn’t work”.
https://t.co/NlwZCKkdue

— Viva Frei (@thevivafrei) January 16, 2023

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

51. Greta Handel says:Next New Comment

January 17, 2023 at 12:02 pm GMT • 18.7 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@follyofwar

Coping by GOPing:

For once, Republicans will have some pit bulls heading House committees. And heads
are gonna roll. They know that, if they again do nothing with their (slim) majority,
their party is finished.

No, they know that you’ll keep voting as long as the Red+Blue

pillow fights are staged.

How many Most Important Elections Ever have you fallen for?

• Troll: follyofwar

• Replies: @follyofwar
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52. Greta Handel says:Next New Comment

@Alrenous

Or you could stay on your website and allow only those worthy of

it.
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53. Judd says:Next New Comment

January 17, 2023 at 12:29 pm GMT • 18.3 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
Meet Another ratfuckt Jew doing Fraud™

In today’s episode of filthy Jews doing Fraud™, meet this piece

of shit: Professor Stanley Cohen of Stanford University, where

one can graduate with multiple degrees in how to Fraud™ like

Elizabeth Holmes or its president Marc Tessier-Lavigne over

allegations that papers on which he is a co-author were

Fraudulent;

Not to mention filthy ratfuckt Jew SBF was born on campus and

his parents were tax and ethics attorneys and professors, one

of whom was secretly and quietly funneling money to democrats

besides the ukraine money her son was washing through FTX.

Cohen, 87, bamboozled almost $30 Million dollars from his

“friend” by lying about a drug he invented that the FDA banned

back in 1976 because it caused people to lose their limbs and

death, but which Cohen said was a miracle cure for

Huntington’s. This asshole worked at Genentech and Regeneron.

This adds to my pet theory that the American model of Business

is Fraud™.

Fraud™ till you get caught,because IBG YBG.

at this point though one has to wonder wtf is going on at

Stanford which is famous not for academic greatness but for

being a kind of start-up incubator where idiots like Holmes and

professors like Cohen, are nothing but whores who don’t so

much seek knowledge in the pursuit of truth as much as they do

Fraud™ in the pursuit of money.
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from 2020, “Stanford has demonstrated patterns of healthcare

billing and fraud through its manipulation of its EPIC electronic

medical records system” – https://www.stanfordsecrets.com/

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11643031/Brilliant-

Stanford-geneticist-87-ordered-pay-29m-friend-invested-fake-

miracle-cure.html

cream of the crop…
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54. Wokechoke says:Next New Comment

@Old Brown Fool

Johnson rather walked into that leading with his chin. Over 45

years of conflict with Japan the Russians more than held their

own and were in control by 1945 necessitating a Japanese flip to

US vassal status. Which is something they don’t, deep down, like

very much.
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55. Wokechoke says:Next New Comment

@Hapalong Cassidy

Johnny is one of those “fellow white” people who salivates at the

possibility of sponsoring some Ching Chongs chopping up a

European white colonial power.
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56. follyofwar says:Next New Comment

January 17, 2023 at 3:45 pm GMT • 15.0 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Greta Handel

Life it hard enough, Greta. That must be especially true for

people who are so jaded about the impossibility of anything

better ever occurring from electing better people that he sees the

world thru a lens of constant Black Pills. And why do you just

keep writing the SOS over and over again? Your snark remarks

are getting increasingly tiresome.

• Replies: @Greta Handel
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57. Realist says:Next New Comment

January 17, 2023 at 4:00 pm GMT • 14.8 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑

How do we still have a CIA? How stupid is the public that they just let this go on and
on, regardless of how much it costs us?

Giraldi could answer that since he is a former member…or

maybe he still is.

My answer is the US public is very stupid.

• Agree: MacOisdealbhtoo
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58. Dutch Boy says:Next New Comment

January 17, 2023 at 4:55 pm GMT • 13.8 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
The war with Russia is about the military/industrial/intelligence

apparatus and its need for an enemy. They’ll complain about

China but the Chinese are collaborators with our corporate elite

and the CCP and our overlords have both gotten rich from the

relationship. Furthermore, we are economically dependent on

China, so a war with China is not in the cards. That leaves

Russia.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

59. Greta Handel says:Next New Comment

January 17, 2023 at 7:48 pm GMT • 11.0 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@follyofwar

If you don’t want to defend your childish prediction

For once, Republicans will have some pit bulls heading House committees. And heads
are gonna roll. They know that, if they again do nothing with their (slim) majority,
their party is finished.

or answer my question

How many Most Important Elections Ever have you fallen for?

just hit the DISAGREE button.

But go ahead — show us the basket of heads that rolled the last

time Republicans headed those House committees.
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60. Anonymous[371] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

Notice how he couches it “since 1945”, meaning the big kike war

was the last good one.

And of course, Andy Buttgoy repeats him uncritically.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

61. Renoman says:Next New Comment

He’ll be picking the seasoning for his last meal of his own balls

soon.
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62. Face_The_Truth says:Next New Comment

@Commentator Mike

Too little, too late for Young Man!!!
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63. Decoy says:Next New Comment

January 17, 2023 at 11:48 pm GMT • 7.0 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@anonymous

Our proxy war against Russia was lost from day 1. Half of the

people in D.C. aren’t smart enough to realize that and the other

half don’t care because, for them, the only goal of the proxy war

is to weaken Russia. How do we weaken Russia? By keeping the

war going as long as possible. And as long as Ukraine can field

an army the United States will send the money to pay for it and

Zelinsky will ship his cannon fodder into battle. I’m surprised

that Z has been able to replenish the army given the huge

number of casualties but they keep coming. I’d love to be a fly on

the wall to be able to listen to family conversations around

kitchen tables in Ukraine. Hard for me to believe Ukrainians

hold Zelinsky in as high esteem as Western media want us to

believe.

• Replies: @Wokechoke, @Dnought
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64. Wokechoke says:Next New Comment

@Decoy

This Jewish Head of State has proven to be a very damaging

thing for Ukraine. I’m sure they know deep down.
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65. mulga mumblebrain says:Next New Comment

@Commentator Mike

I’ve heard that he is an ‘antisemite’.
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66. Dnought says:Next New Comment

January 18, 2023 at 4:36 am GMT • 2.2 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@John Johnson

So the Russians started the Napoleonic Wars and World War 2?

No, certainly not.

They had a hand in starting World War One, but were certainly

not alone, and even that was more of a reaction.

Japanese started Russo-Japanese War with a surprise attack on

Port Arthur.

Russia didn’t start the Crimean War either, nor most of the

various Russo-Turkish Wars, other than the last one in the

1870’s, which was, in part, a reaction to Turkish atrocities in the

Balkans.

How many wars has the US started and won since World War 2?

Desert Storm I guess? That’s about it.

Your missive was a rather silly take on military history and a

even sillier attempt to draw parallels with current events.
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67. Dnought says:

@Decoy

Yeah, well when you’re drafting everybody between ages 16 to 60

into your Volksturm, as Ukraine is doing, you have a pretty large

pool of potential cannon fodder.
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